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134 High Street, Doncaster, Vic 3108

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 3 Area: 766 m2 Type: House

Ray Tian

0385380588
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Embrace the pinnacle of luxury living in this extraordinary double-storey brick home, nestled in a serene neighborhood

that effortlessly marries sophistication with comfort. As you step onto the property, a spacious backyard awaits, adorned

with a deck and inviting pool-a haven for both entertaining and peaceful retreats into nature. Ascend to the balcony and

be captivated by panoramic views, setting the scene for magical sunsets and moments of tranquility.Inside, the master

retreat upstairs beckons, offering not just a bedroom but an entire sanctuary inclusive of a walk-in robe, ensuite, and an

additional retreat area-an exclusive domain for relaxation and rejuvenation. The lower level reveals three

generously-sized bedrooms, ensuring space and privacy for every member of the family.The heart of this home is the open

plan kitchen, meals, and family area-a vibrant hub for gatherings and cherished memories. The dining and living room,

seamlessly integrated, embody both comfort and style, creating a sophisticated yet welcoming atmosphere. Immerse

yourself in the luxurious textures underfoot, with a combination of carpet, slate, and tile flooring that defines elegance in

every step.The appeal of this residence extends beyond its interiors, featuring a double carport that not only adds a

practical touch but enhances the aesthetic charm of the property. Parking is a breeze, providing convenience to

complement the beauty of your surroundings.But it's not just about the home-it's about a lifestyle. This residence is

strategically located near key amenities, including the M3, Westfield Doncaster, Macedon Square Shopping Center,

Marcellin College, Templestowe Heights Primary, Aquarena Aquatic and Leisure Centre, and the scenic Ruffey Lake Park.

Each of these elements contributes to a living experience that goes beyond the walls of your home.


